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CLASSIC ANTARCTICA AIR-CRUISE
Punta Arenas

+

Antarctica

+ Punta Arenas

Travel Program
Jumping over Cape Horn and the mythical waters of the Drake Passage, ANTARCTICA XXI
invites you to a unique experience that will take you to one of the most remote places on
earth, the coldest, highest, windiest, driest, and most inhospitable continent - Antarctica.
Day 1

N.B.

Arrival at the city of Punta Arenas where you will be met by Antarctica XXI staff, to be
transferred to Hotel Rey Don Felipe. During the afternoon, you will meet your expedition
mates and receive instructions concerning the guidelines that should be followed in
Antarctica and the procedures for Zodiac boat embarkation and disembarkation. Later,
you will enjoy our welcome dinner at the José Nogueira Hotel, a French-style mansion
that is over one hundred years old.
Passengers should be in Punta Arenas at 15:00 hours, at the latest.

Day 2

Our Antarctic adventure will begin with the flight from Punta Arenas to King George Island
(South Shetland Islands). The flight takes a little over one and half hour. Upon arrival, we
will be able to tour around the area where the Frei Chilean Base and the Bellingshausen
Russian Base are located. We will gather at the beach on Fildes Bay for embarkation by
Zodiac boats on board our expedition vessel.

Days 3 to 6

While cruising between the South Shetland Islands and the western coast of the Antarctic
Peninsula, sailing along ice-filled fjords and between spectacular icebergs, we will enjoy
the company of sea birds, penguins, seals and whales. Our journey southwards will
include visits to some of the most magnificent spots in the white continent, such as:
Livingston Island, Port Lockroy, Petermann Island, Paradise Bay, Cuverville and Deception
Islands amongst others. Our target will be the crossing of the Lemaire Channel and
latitude 65° South.
Our adventure will be very active, with several daily landings and cruises in Zodiac boats,
lectures and a very enjoyable time on board.

Day 7

Return to King George Island where we will disembark, in Zodiac boats, at the Frei Chilean
Base, and head to the aerodrome to take the flight back to Punta Arenas. The program
ends upon arrival at the Airport in Punta Arenas.
Transfer to the city will be available for passengers staying overnight in Punta Arenas. One
complimentary night at Hotel Rey Don Felipe in Punta Arenas is offered upon request on
Day 7 of the Travel Program.
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ANTARCTICA EXPRESS AIR-CRUISE
Ushuaia + Antarctica + Punta Arenas

Travel Program
Leaving from Ushuaia, sailing though the Beagle Channel, exploring Cape Horn and
crossing the mythical waters of the Drake Passage, ANTARCTICA XXI invites you to
participate in a unique experience that will take you to one of the most remote places on
earth, the coldest, highest, windiest, driest, and most inhospitable continent - Antarctica.
Day 1

The journey begins in Ushuaia, Argentina. We will sail along the Beagle Channel towards
Puerto Williams, the southernmost town in the world, located on Navarino Island. Here,
we will have the time to tour around before setting sail toward Cape Horn.

N.B.

Check-in on board the “Ocean Nova” is open from 14:00 hr to 16:00 hr.No admittance
later than 16:00 hr. Please be on time, and consider the necessary time to go through
Ushuaia port formalities. Keep your passport at hand. Thank you!

Day 2

After crossing Nassau Bay, we will wake up in front of legendary Cape Horn! Weather
permitting, we will put our Zodiac boats into the water and visit its lighthouse and the
Chilean station in charge of keeping it beaming. Back on board, we will get ready to set
sail towards Antarctica and start the crossing of the famous waters named in honour of Sir
Francis Drake, the great XVIth century British explorer.

Day 3

Sailing through the Drake Passage, en route to King George Island (South Shetland
Islands). We invite you to relax and enjoy life on board and to take the time to watch
wildlife from the bridge or from the outside decks. We may spot magnificent birds such as
albatrosses and petrels, as well as Humpback and Minke whales swimming on their way
down to Antarctica.

Day 4

Once we have crossed the Antarctic Convergence, we will be sailing through the Antarctic
Ocean. The time has come to start spotting the first icebergs and the first Antarctic land.
The South Shetland Islands finally come into view, and we will have the opportunity to put
our zodiac boats into the water and make our first landing to visit a penguin colony.
Exploration will continue all evening thanks to the endless daylight.

Day 5

Upon reaching King George Island, we will disembark at Fildes Bay, where we will have
the chance to enjoy the Antarctic scenery and visit some interesting places around the
area, such as the Chilean Base Frei and the Russian Base Bellingshausen. We will gather at
the aerodrome where we will board the flight that will take us to Punta Arenas, Chile. The
programme ends upon arrival at the Airport in Punta Arenas.

N.B.

Transfer to the city will be available for passengers staying overnight in Punta Arenas.
Upon request, one complimentary night at Hotel Rey Don Felipe in Punta Arenas is offered
on Day 5 of the Travel Program.
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ANTARCTIC EXPERIENCE AIR-CRUISE
Punta Arenas + Antarctica + Ushuaia

Travel Program
Jumping over Cape Horn and the mythical waters of the Drake Passage, Antarctica XXI
invites you to a unique experience that will take you to one of the most remote places on
earth, the coldest, highest, windiest, driest, and most inhospitable continent - Antarctica.
Day 1

N.B.

Arrival at the city of Punta Arenas where you will be met by Antarctica XXI staff, to be
transferred to Hotel Rey Don Felipe. During the afternoon, you will meet your expedition
mates and receive instructions concerning the guidelines that should be followed in
Antarctica and the procedures for Zodiac boat embarkation and disembarkation. Later,
you will enjoy our welcome dinner at the José Nogueira Hotel, a French-style mansion
that is over one hundred years old.
Passengers should be in Punta Arenas at 15:00 hours, at the latest.

Day 2

Our Antarctic adventure will begin with the flight from Punta Arenas to King George Island
(South Shetland Islands). The flight takes a little over one and half hour. Upon arrival, we
will be able to tour around the area where the Frei Chilean Base and the Bellingshausen
Russian Base are located. We will gather at the beach on Fildes Bay for embarkation by
Zodiac boats on board our expedition vessel.

Days 3 y 4

While cruising between the South Shetland Islands and the western coat of the Antarctic
Peninsula, sailing along ice-filled fjords and between spectacular icebergs, we will enjoy
the company of sea birds, penguins, seals and whales. Our adventure will be very active,
with several daily landings and cruises in Zodiac boats, lectures and a very enjoyable time
on board.

Day 5

After a last visit in the region, in the afternoon our ship will set sail northwards across the
famous Drake Passage en route to Ushuaia.

Day 6

We invite you to relax and enjoy life on board and to take the time to watch wildlife from
the bridge or outside decks. We may spot magnificent birds such as albatrosses and
petrels, as well as Humpback and Minke whales swimming on their way down to
Antarctica.

Day 7

After spending the last hours sailing through the Drake Passage, we will finally have Cape
Horn and the American continent in sight. Our ship will sail along the calm waters of the
Beagle Channel towards the southernmost Chilean settlement of Puerto Williams, located
on Navarino Island. Here, we will have the time to tour around before sailing during the in
the night towards Ushuaia.

Day 8

In the morning, arrival at the port of Ushuaia and disembarkation. End of the program.
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THE SHIP & THE AIRPLANE
Vessel OCEAN NOVA

The Ocean Nova is a modern and comfortable
vessel. She was built in Denmark in 1992 to sail the
ice-choked waters of Greenland, and her icestrengthened hull is ideally suited for expedition
travel in Antarctica. The Ocean Nova's has capacity
for 62 passengers accommodated in comfortable
outside cabins, all with private facilities, including
dedicated single, twin and triple cabins.

In addition to a glass-enclosed observation lounge
and presentation room, a spacious dining room, a
bar and library, she also has an infirmary and an
exercise room. The ship has Zodiac boats that are
well suited for disembarking and wildlife watching.

Triple cabins
Twin cabins
Dedicated single cabins

EXPEDITION STAFF & CREW: 38
PASSENGERS: 62
LIFEBOATS: 2, fully enclosed, capacity of 90
LENGTH: 73.0 m
BREADTH: 11.0 m
DRAFT: 3.7 m
PROPULSION: Diesel engines - 2,000-horsepower
ICE CLASS: 1B, EO (Hull Ice 1A)
CRUISING SPEED: 12 knots in open water

Airplane BAE-146

The aircraft BAE-146 was manufacturedin the United
Kingdom by British Aerospace (which later became
part of BAE Systems). It is a high-wing aircraft with
very short runaway requirements which make it
particularly suited for this kind of destinations. It is
operated by Aerovias DAP, which has more than 20
years of experience of flying in Patagonia and
Antarctica.
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MODEL: BAE 146-200
ENGINES: 4 turbofans Honeywell ALF 502R-5
LENGTH: 93 ft 8 in (28,55 m)
WINGSPAN: 86 ft 5 in (26,34 m)
CRUISE SPEED: 465 mph (750 km/h)
SERVICE CEILING: 31,200 ft (9.500 m)
CAPACITY: 70 passengers

DATES & RATES 2010-11
CLASSIC ANTARCTICA
AIR-CRUISE
7 days / 6 nights
Departures

ANTARCTICA EXPRESS
AIR-CRUISE
5 days / 4 nights
Departure
ANTARCTICA EXPERIENCE
AIR-CRUISE
8 days / 7 nights
Departure
Rates
Single travellers

Booking conditions

Triple cabin
Twin cabin
Dedicated single cabin

USD 8.990
USD 9.990
USD 13.990

CA1: 13 DEC – 19 DEC 2010
CA2: 18 DEC – 24 DEC 2010
CA3: 23 DEC – 29 DEC 2010
CA4: 28 DEC – 03 JAN 2011
CA5: 02 JAN – 08 JAN 2011
CA6: 07 JAN – 13 JAN 2011
CA7: 12 JAN – 18 JAN 2011
Triple cabin
Twin cabin
Dedicated single cabin

USD 3.490
USD 3.990
USD 5.490

AX: 10 DEC – 14 DEC 2010
Triple cabin
Twin cabin
Dedicated single cabin

USD 7.990
USD 8.990
USD 11.990

AP: 17 JAN - 24 JAN 2011
Rates are per person.
Single travellers can choose between:
• Booking a dedicated single cabin. No supplement is applied for single use of dedicated
single cabins.
• Booking a twin cabin for single use. An 85% supplement should be added to the rate
per person in twin cabin.
• Sharing a twin or triple cabin with other passengers (male or female). No supplement is
applied, and ANTARCTICA XXI will take care of finding a matching companion.
N.B. In case of sharing the cabin with another passenger, this also implies sharing any
other hotel accommodation foreseen in the Travel Program corresponding to each
voyage.
A Booking Fee is required to book a cabin:
• USD 1.500 per person for CLASSIC ANTARCTICA and ANTARCTIC EXPERIENCE Air-Cruises
and USD 750 per person for ANTARCTICA EXPRESS Air-Cruise.
The balance is due in full 120 days prior to departure.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Included in the rate

• Transfers airport/hotel foreseen on the first and last day of the voyage, as indicated in
the program corresponding to each voyage.
• 1 overnight in Punta Arenas at Hotel Rey Don Felipe on Day 1 of CLASSIC ANTARCTICA
and ANTARCTIC EXPERIENCE air-cruises.
• 1 complimentary overnight upon request in Punta Arenas at Hotel Rey Don Felipe on
the day of return from Antarctica for CLASSIC ANTARCTICA (Day 7) and ANTARCTIC
EXPRESS (Day 5) air-cruises.
• Welcome Dinner at Jose Nogueira Hotel in Punta Arenas (only for participants of
CLASSIC ANTARCTIC air-cruise and ANTARCTIC EXPERIENCE air-cruises).
• Flight from Punta Arenas to Frei Station on King George Island and/or vice versa as
indicated in the program corresponding to each voyage.
• Ship cruise along the Antarctic Peninsula as indicated in the program corresponding to
each voyage.
• Full board including all drinks on board (open-bar).
• All guided shore excursions.
• Lectures and entertainment on board.
• Comprehensive pre- and post-voyage information material.
• Loan of waterproof boots for landing in Antarctica.

Not included in the rate

• Accommodation, meals and transfers other than those included in the Travel Program
corresponding to each voyage.
• Personal insurances.
• Extra expenses (communication, laundry, souvenirs, etc.).
• Tips (suggested USD 10 per person per day).
• Visas or Passport expenses and/or any other arrival and/or departure tax, if applicable.

Baggage allowance

The maximum weight allowed on the flights to and from Antarctica is 20 kg per passenger,
including hand luggage. Exceeding luggage will be kept in custody by ANTARCTICA XXI and
will be returned to passengers upon their return from Antarctica at the port/airport of
arrival corresponding to each voyage.

Medical insurance

ANTARCTICAXXI strongly urges participants to be adequately covered by a medical
insurance, including aero-medical evacuation from Antarctica.

Participation Form

Passengers are required to fill and sign a Participation Form, and to return it to
ANTARCTICA XXI duly filled at least 60 days prior to departure.

Itinerary

Every effort will be made to adhere to the planned program. However, it must be realized
that with this type of adventurous travel to Antarctica, changes to the itinerary may occur
due to severe and unpredictable weather. We need to emphasize the fact that weather
conditions are unpredictable and that safety is always the paramount concern on any
Antarctic voyage. For this reason ANTARCTICA XXI reserves the right to change the
itinerary here described due to weather conditions or other factors beyond ANTARCTICA
XXI’s control without consulting the participants.

Flight connexions

A tight time-schedule connection with an Antarctic expedition is unwise. For this reason,
Antarctica XXI strongly suggests that a flexible air ticket be held for your journey home,
and in any case not to book a flight on the same day of the return flight from Antarctica.

Contingency Plan

In case that the flight to or from Antarctica cannot take place due to unfavourable
weather conditions either at point of origin and/or destination, ANTARCTICA XXI will apply
the Contingency Plan corresponding to each voyage.
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CONTINGENCY PLAN
ANTARCTICA XXI carries out Antarctic air-cruises since 2003. The experience of these years
has allowed developing a profound knowledge of the delicate coordination between the
air and the sea operation in an extreme environment as Antarctica.
It is important considering that until present no air-cruise has ever been cancelled due to
the impossibility to fly to Antarctica, and that the longest delay ever suffered has been 2
days. Consequently, ANTARCTICA XXI is able to estimate that the chances that an Antarctic
flight suffers 1 day delay are very low, about 5%-10%.
However, in the light of these considerations, in the unlikely event that the flight to
Antarctica cannot take place due to unfavourable conditions either at point of origin
and/or destination, ANTARCTICA XXI has established a Contingency Plan, applying from
Day 2 the Travel Program corresponding to each voyage.
CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR
THE CLASSIC
ANTARCTICA AIR-CRUISE

From Day 2 to Day 6 every effort will be made to transport passengers to Antarctica
taking into consideration their safety and the safety of the aircraft. In case such efforts are
not successful, the daily program described hereby will apply:

Day 2

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 3

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 4

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 5

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 6

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 7

Breakfast. Transfer to Punta Arenas airport in time for connecting flights. End of the
Contingency Plan.

N.B.

If on Day 6, ANTARCTICA XXI will not be able to transport passengers to Antarctica,
Antarctica XXI will refund to each passenger 40% of the total cost of the Travel Program.
Refunding will take place at ANTARCTICA XXI’s earliest convenience and will release
Antarctica XXI from any further liability.

Return flight

In case of a delay on the return flight to Punta Arenas from Antarctica, passengers on
board the ship will continue cruising to nearby places until the return flight to Punta
Arenas is authorized. Full board and all excursions are included. No refunding for
whatever reason is foreseen.
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CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR
THE ANTARCTICA
EXPRESS AIR-CRUISE

In case of a delay on the return flight to Punta Arenas from Antarctica, passengers on
board the ship will continue cruising to nearby places until the return flight to Punta
Arenas is authorized. Full board and all excursions are included. No refunding for
whatever reason is foreseen.

CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR
THE ANTARCTIC
EXPERIENCE AIR-CRUISE

From Day 2 to Day 5 every effort will be made to transport passengers to Antarctica
taking into consideration their safety and the safety of the aircraft. In case such efforts are
not successful, the daily program described hereby will apply:

Day 2

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 3

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 4

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 5

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 6

Guided tour to sites of historic and wildlife interest close to Punta Arenas. Lunch is
included. Dinner and lodging in Punta Arenas or in the surrounding area.

Day 7

Transfer to Ushuaia. Lunch is included. Dinner and lodging in Ushuaia.

Day 8

Breakfast. End of the Contingency Plan.

N.B.

If on Day 5, ANTARCTICA XXI will not be able to transport passengers to Antarctica,
Antarctica XXI will refund to each passenger 40% of the total cost of the Travel Program.
Refunding will take place at ANTARCTICA XXI’s earliest convenience and will release
Antarctica XXI from any further liability.

AIRCRAFT FOR
ANTARCTIC FLIGHTS

Keeping in mind that safety is the paramount concern on any Antarctic voyage,
ANTARCTICA XXI informs its passengers that all efforts will be made to fulfil the flights
between Punta Arenas and Frei Station, or vice versa, with the aircraft foreseen to this
end. However, ANTARCTICA XXI reserves the right to fly a substitute aircraft, in case of
unfavourable conditions or other factors beyond ANTARCTICA XXI’s control, either at
point of origin and/or destination, which may put at risk the safety of the air operation.
The use of a substitute aircraft will be carried out exclusively and absolutely according to
ANTARCTICA XXI’s judgement. It is understood that such decision will be made with
regard to improving the safety of the flight, and in the best interests of all the passengers.
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USEFUL TIPS
Suggested clothing

The average temperature in the Antarctic Peninsula area ranges round about 0°C (32°F),
although sometimes it may get a little lower because of the chill factor caused by the
wind.
For this reason, it is best to wear several layers of light, warm clothing, with a windproof
and waterproof jacket and pants as outside layer. The suggest clothing for Antarctica is
very similar to skiing equipment.
• Thermal socks
• Thermal underwear, including
sweatshirts and turtlenecks.
• Fleece jacket and trousers
• Waterproof hooded parka
• Insulated waterproof trousers
• Thermal gloves or mittens.
• Polar cap, hat or balaclava hood
• Swimsuit (for possible hot spring dips)
• Comfortable cloths to wear on board
(temperature 20°-22°C or 68-72F)
• Comfortable rubber-soled shoes to wear
on board.

Waterproof boots

As most landings in Antarctica are “wet landings”, the best footwear is knee-high
waterproof boots. You will not need to carry them with you since ANTARCTICA XXI will
provide you with a pair of thermal rubber boots before arriving in Antarctica.

Face protection

Good quality UV filtering sunglasses are essential. Glacier glasses have leather flaps at the
sides to stop the light from passing through. Due to the high reflectance of UV radiation,
you will also need good sun block lotion for your face (protection factor 30 and above) and
lip balm.

Photography

To see the wildlife, you should have a good pair of lightweight binoculars (best degree of
magnification 7 or 8X30). If you are passionate about photography, do not forget a good
zoom lens to shoot wildlife and which avoids close approaches, and take with you a good
supply of film rolls or memory sticks.
Do not forget to take with you spare batteries since cold temperatures can reduce their
life span.

And furthermore…

Do not forger to take with you:
• Personal medications
• Backpack to carry your belongings during shore excursions.
As well, do forget to inform us about your dietary restrictions, if any.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
ANTARCTICA XXI is in business to help people realise their
Antarctic dreams and goals. ANTARCTICA XXI will
endeavour and strive to do everything in its power to help
make their involvement with ANTARCTICA XXI and
Antarctica a positive and rewarding experience. To this
end ANTARCTICA XXI strongly advises that all travellers
carefully read these Terms and Conditions, as all rights
and obligations between ANTARCTICA XXI and each
passenger will be governed by these as herewith describe.
Description of the program
The program that ANTARCTICA XXI is offering to the
participants is described in the Travel Program
corresponding to each tour.
General booking terms
The following booking terms will apply in case of a regular
booking, both for individuals and groups; in case of a
charter (booking of the entire tour and vessel) specific
booking terms can be negotiated and agreed upon.
• A Booking Fee shall be paid to confirm a booking made
120 days prior to the departure date or earlier.
• The total amount of the cost shall be paid no later than
120 days before the date departure.
• If a reservation is made after 120 days prior to the
departure date, the total cost of the tour is due at once.
• The Participation Form duly filled and signed by the
passenger should be received by ANTARCTICA XXI no
later than 60 days prior to the departure date of the
tour. In case the Participation Form is submitted
electronically, the passenger is required to sign it before
starting the tour.
Failure to comply with any of the above requirements
entitles ANTARCTICA XXI to cancel the booking and
withhold return of all payments received.
The payment of the Booking Fee or a deposit of any part
or full payment for a reservation on this tour shall
constitute consent to all the provisions contained herein.
Payment, cancellation and refund policies
The following payment, cancellation and refund policy will
apply in case of a regular booking; in case of a charter
(booking of the entire tour and vessel) specific payment,
cancellation and refund terms will can be negotiated and
agreed upon.
In case of cancellation of a booking, which must be done
in writing by the passenger, the following terms will apply:
• Cancellation made up to 120 days prior to departure:
there will be a full refund of the program cost less 50%
of the Booking Fee.

• Cancellation made between 120 days and up to 60 days
prior to departure: there will be a refund of 70% of the
total cost of the tour (per person).
• Cancellation made between 60 days and up to 30 days
prior to departure: there will be a refund of 40% of the
total cost of the tour (per person).
• Cancellation received after 30 days prior to departure:
there will be no refund whatsoever.
ANTARCTICA XXI reserves the right to cancel a tour prior
to the scheduled date of departure for any reason
whatsoever. The decision to cancel an a tour is within the
sole and absolute discretion of ANTARCTICA XXI. In the
event of such a cancellation, all monies received by
ANTARCTICA XXI from the passenger or the passenger’s
booking agent for that tour will be refunded, including the
Booking Fee mentioned in the General Booking Terms.
ANTARCTICA XXI shall not be liable for any special or
consequential damages, whether known or unknown,
neither for any costs of air ticket, hotel or similar
expenses that the passenger may have incurred in, under
any circumstances whatsoever.
ANTARCTICA XXI reserves the right (in its sole and
absolute discretion) to reschedule the departure and
return of any tour at any time, without prior notification
and no further obligation. ANTARCTICA XXI also reserves
the right (in its sole and absolute discretion) to alter or
omit any part of the itinerary with due notice to the
passengers wherever practicable. Such rescheduling does
not constitute a cancellation by ANTARCTICA XXI. All
reasonable efforts will be made by ANTARCTICA XXI to
ensure that the passenger’s travel objectives are met.
ANTARCTICA XXI strongly suggests all passengers to
purchase a travel cancellation and interruption insurance
as protection against an unforeseen event which may
force them to cancel their booking before departure or
leave a tour while it is in progress.
Rates
The rates of the tour are based on tariffs and exchange
rates applicable at the time of booking and are subject to
change prior to departure. ANTARCTICA XXI reserves the
right to modify the published rates without prior notice.
Responsibility
ANTARCTICA XXI is not responsible for any expenses
incurred by the passenger or passenger’s booking agents
in preparing for the voyage, including non-refundable or
penalty-carrying airline tickets, special clothing, visa or
passport fees or other voyage related expenses.
A tight time-schedule connection with an Antarctic voyage
is unwise. For this reason, ANTARCTICA XXI strongly
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suggests that a flexible air ticket be held for your journey
home. In no case is ANTARCTICA XXI responsible for any
expense or penalty incurred by the passenger or
passenger’s booking agents deriving from a change in the
ending date of the Travel Program.
Participants should understand that there are certain
known and unknown hazards involved in Antarctic
voyages, which they accept willingly and voluntarily at
their own risk at the moment of forwarding the Booking
Fee. ANTARCTICA XXI will not be liable for any illness,
injury or death sustained during an a tour, nor will it be
liable for any uninsured loss or damage of property of any
participant, whether caused in whole or in part by the
negligence of the owners, directors, agents, officers,
employees, contractors or subcontractors of ANTARCTICA
XXI.
ANTARCTICA XXI shall not be responsible for any injury to
persons (whether or not resulting in death) or damage to
property arising out of any act of war, terrorism,
insurrection, revolt or other civil or military uprising
occurring in the countries of origin, destination or
passage. Baggage is at the owner’s risk entirely.
ANTARCTICA XXI acts only as agent on behalf of shipping
and transport companies, airlines, hotels, and other
suppliers providing services that are included in the tour,
and as such ANTARCTICA XXI will exercise every possible
care. However ANTARCTICA XXI, its subsidiaries and/or
associated agents shall not be held responsible for
property loss or damage and/or any damages resulting
from illness, personal injuries or death that may be
sustained by reason of, or while engaged on, any tour
whether due to the ownership, maintenance, use,
operation or control of any air, sea or land carrier or any
other conveyance used in carrying out these tours.
ANTARCTICA XXI can assume no liability due to any cause
whatsoever whether caused by failure or delay or other
irregularity, acts or omissions occurring during a tour
under which the means of transportation or other service
provided thereby is offered or supplied by owners,
operators or public carriers for whom ANTARCTICA XXI
acts only as agent. The Passenger Contract in use by the
carriers concerned (when issued) shall constitute the sole
contract between the transportation companies and the
purchaser of these tours and/or passage.
ANTARCTICA XXI strongly urges participants to check with
their insurance agent to make sure that they are
adequately covered for all eventualities. In case of a
medical problem arising during the tour, which results in
costs for evacuation or repatriation, the responsibility for
payment of these costs belongs solely to the passenger.
ANTARCTICA XXI strongly advises that passengers ensure
that such eventualities are covered by travel insurance. If
not covered by travel insurance, the responsibility still

remains with the passenger and ANTARCTICA XXI
specifically declines any responsibility whatsoever.
ANTARCTICA XXI’s staff, agents and representatives, other
than an Officer of ANTARCTICA XXI, are not entitled to
promise refunds for whatever reasons, and ANTARCTICA
XXI will not be bound by any such oral or written
promises.
Itinerary
ANTARCTICA XXI has the duty to advise you that all
operations carried out in the Antarctic territory are
subject to constantly changing weather conditions and
that the safety and comfort of passengers and crew will
never be put at risk by taking actions that may result in a
disappointing end to a unique experience.
This is an voyage to a remote part of the world, and
ANTARCTICA XXI reserves the right to change the itinerary
described in the Travel Program due to weather
conditions, availability of anchorages or landing sites,
safety of the carrier and human lives, political conditions
and other factors beyond ANTARCTICA XXI’s control
without consulting the participants. On any flight (to or
from Antarctica), or in any sea operation, such operations
will be carried out exclusively and absolutely according to
the judgement of the Captain of the aircraft or the vessel,
whose decision will be definite and will not be questioned
by any party. It is understood that such decisions will be
made in the best interests of all the passengers and with
regard to the safety of the vessel and the aircraft.
Participants have no right to any refund or other
considerations in the event of these inevitable itinerary
changes.
In case that departure to or from Antarctica cannot take
place due to unfavourable weather conditions either at
point of origin and/or destination, ANTARCTICA XXI will
apply the Contingency Plan corresponding to each voyage.
Mean of conveyance, accommodation, infrastructure,
and services
Keeping in mind that safety is the paramount concern,
ANTARCTICA XXI will make all efforts to carry out the
itinerary detailed in the Travel Program corresponding to
each tour by using the means of conveyance,
accommodation, infrastructure, and services foreseen to
this end. However, ANTARCTICA XXI reserves the right to
use substitute means of conveyance, accommodation,
infrastructure, and/or services in case of unfavourable
conditions or other factors that ANTARCTICA XXI
considers convenient, either at point of origin and/or
transit and /or destination.
The use of substitute means of conveyance,
accommodation, infrastructure, and/or services will be
carried out exclusively and absolutely according to
ANTARCTICA XXI’s judgement. It is understood that such
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decision will be made with regard to ensuring the safety
of air, land and sea operations, accomplishing the Travel
Program foreseen for each tour, maintaining standards of
service similar to the ones originally foreseen, and in the
best interests of all the passengers
Participants have no right to any refund or other
considerations in the event of using substitute means of
conveyance, accommodation, infrastructure, and/or
services.
Admittance
These tours are intended for persons in reasonably good
health. By forwarding the Booking Fee, the passenger
certifies that he/she does not have any physical or mental
conditions or other condition or disability that can create
a hazard to he/herself or other passengers,
ANTARCTICA XXI reserves the right to exclude a passenger
from part or all of the tour, should the passenger be
considered by ANTARCTICA XXI to be not physically able
or prepared to participate safely. Should a passenger’s
application for participation in a tour be justifiably
declined by ANTARCTICA XXI prior to the scheduled date
of departure of the tour, ANTARCTICA XXI will refund all
payments received from the client less an administrative
fee equivalent to 50% of the Booking Fee mentioned in
the General Booking Terms, and this will be the limit of
ANTARCTICA XXI’s liability. ANTARCTICA XXI shall not be
liable for any special or consequential damages, whether
known or unknown, under any circumstances whatsoever.
ANTARCTICA XXI’s decision to decline a passenger’s
participation in any tour shall be taken in its sole and
absolute discretion.
ANTARCTICA XXI’s leaders and guides will do their utmost
to ensure that any problems are solved for the benefit of
the group and the voyage as a whole. Passengers accept
ANTARCTICA XXI’s authority (whether it be a Captain,
Expedition Leader, Operations Manager or Field Guide) to
make decisions affecting the group or individuals.

of) the tour (components) if he/she believes that person’s
health is at risk, if an illegal act is committed, or their
behaviour becomes detrimental to the safety, enjoyment
or wellbeing of the group. Should an ANTARCTICA XXI
leader take such action, that person would not be entitled
to any refund whatsoever. If the disturbing behaviour or
damage (as described above) should occur, all costs
resulting from this shall be charged to the passenger.
Baggage allowance
On the flights to and from Antarctica, the maximum
baggage allowance for each passenger, including hand
luggage, is 20 kg. Baggage exceeding the maximum weight
will be refused on board the aircraft and will not be
allowed even by paying an excess baggage fee. Exceeding
luggage will be kept in custody by ANTARCTICA XXI and
will be returned to passengers upon their return from
Antarctica at the port/airport of arrival corresponding to
each voyage.
Photography
Passengers extend ANTARCTICA XXI permission to take
their photograph during the voyage and release all rights
over those images. Passengers who do not wish to be
photographed during the voyage must inform
ANTARCTICA XXI in writing, prior to the voyage.
Law and jurisdiction
This Agreement and any disputes hereunder shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the Republic of Chile.

For instance, such leader may require an individual to
leave the group and/or to be excluded from (continuation
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CRUISE CONTRACT
• Declare and pay for, in cash or by traveler’s checks in US dollars, all
excess Baggage above 250 pounds or 25 cubic feet. (See Section 10
(d)).
• Obtain his own insurance for all Baggage and other personal
property.
• Not bring or have aboard any firearms, flammable, inflammable or
hazardous items, controlled or prohibited substances or drugs,
1. DEFINITIONS OF WORDS USED IN THIS TICKET AND CONTRACT
Ticket – means the entire document including the Ticket coupon and contraband or items prohibited by any country or port to be visited.
• Be sure to have read and understood the entire Ticket and
the Cruise Contract Terms and Conditions.
Contract.
Contract – means the Cruise Contract Terms and Conditions.
Passenger – means anyone buying this Ticket, or using, traveling
3. GENERAL PROVISIONS
under or named on it.
Carrier – means the company and Vessel named on the Ticket Authority to Agree. In buying this Ticket the Passenger states that he
coupon, her owners, charterers, managers and operators, any is authorized by or on behalf of any Passenger named on, using or
substituted or connecting Vessel and all launches and watercraft traveling under this Ticket (including any minor) to agree to all the
belonging to the Vessel or owned or operated by any of the above, terms and conditions of this Ticket and Contract and by accepting
and the Master, Officers and crew of the Vessel, launches and and/or using this Ticket, each Passenger agrees that he will be legally
bound by all the terms and conditions of this Ticket and Contract with
watercraft.
Cruise – means the voyage “from” and “to” the port or substitute the same force and effect as if such Passenger had signed this Ticket.
port and for the dates or substitute dates, if any, shown on the Ticket No Transfer. This Ticket is between the Carrier and the Passenger. It
cannot be sold, assigned or transferred to any other person without
coupon.
Baggage – means trunks, suitcases, handbags, carrying cases, valises, the prior written consent of the Carrier.
satchels, bundles and other containers containing the Passenger’s No Third Party Responsibility. This Ticket and Contract is only with
wearing apparel and personal effects and property but excluding the Carrier named on the Ticket. No other person or company shall
be responsible in any way to the Passenger.
items referred to in Section 10 (a).
Vessel – means the ship named on the Ticket coupon, any Limitations Apply If Third Party is Held Responsible. However, if any
substituted or connecting ship, and all launches and all watercraft other person or company is held responsible or liable to the
belonging to the ship or owned or operated in connection with the Passenger, all benefits, limitations, exonerations and exemptions
from liability, defenses and immunities referred to in this Contract or
ship.
under law or treaty or from any other source, apply to such person or
company and their vessels, agents, servants, employees, masters,
2. PASSENGER’S OBLIGATIONS BEFORE BOARDING
crew, physicians and stevedores.
Among other things, each Passenger before boarding MUST:
Contract Continues. This Contract remains in effect for all times
• Pay the full fare.
when the Carrier is under any responsibility to the Passenger or the
• Arrive at least two (2) hours before scheduled sailing.
Passenger’s Baggage.
• Have in his possession:
No Oral Changes. No change to or waiver of any of the printed items
(i) his Ticket;
on this Ticket or Contract can be effective unless it is in writing and
(ii) a valid passport;
signed by a corporate officer of the Carrier or its general agent and
(iii) all necessary visas;
may require an increase in fare. Any change must refer to the
(iv) a medical card showing all necessary vaccinations and
Passenger and Ticket coupon number if any and Cruise. Any waiver
inoculations; and
by the Carrier of any of its rights under this Contract, or failure to
(v) all other papers necessary for scheduled ports of call and
assert or enforce such rights, does not affect any other rights of the
disembarkation.
• Complete all examinations needed and be healthy enough carrier, and such waiver will not affect even the same right if and
physically and mentally to undertake and complete the Cruise. If when the Carrier may decide to apply or enforce that right.
requested by the Carrier, a Passenger must also have in his Invalid Terms or Applications do not Affect Remainder. If any of the
possession before boarding, a physician’s certificate certifying that he terms or conditions of this Contract or any application thereof is
found void, invalid or unenforceable, the remaining terms and
is physically fit and capable to undertake and complete the Cruise.
• Notify the Carrier in writing as soon as possible about all illnesses, conditions of this Contract shall continue in full force and effect for
disabilities or pregnancy or any other conditions for which the all other purposes.
Passenger may require medical or special attention during the Cruise.
• Have an adequate supply of all medicines and medical supplies 4. PASSAGE MONEY AND FARE
Payment of Fare. The Fare shown on the Ticket coupon is the fare in
needed as they may not be available on board the Vessel.
• Mark each piece of Baggage with his full name and address, name effect on the date of issue of the Ticket. The fare is fully earned by
the Carrier upon sailing, is subject to all other provisions in this
of Vessel, cabin number and destination.
Contract and shall not be refunded except as otherwise provided in
this Contract. Refunds are also expressly subject to the cancellation
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PASSENGERS. CAREFULLY READ THESE
CRUISE CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS, ESPECIALLY SECTIONS
10 TO 16 WHICH LIMIT YOUR RIGHT AND TIME TO SUE AND THE
AMOUNT OF THE CARRIER’S LIABILITY. BOTH THE PASSENGER AND
THE CARRIER ARE LEGALLY BOUND BY THIS CONTRACT.
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policies and provisions of any travel agency or tour operator with
whom the Passenger arranges for purchase of this Ticket, which
policies or provisions, to the extent they are not inconsistent with
this Contract or not more favorable to the Passenger, are
incorporated herein.
Increase in Fares. The Carrier reserves the right to increase the fare
on at least thirty (30) days notice before the departure date shown
on the Ticket coupon. In such event, the Passenger has the option
within five (5) days of such notice to accept and pay the Carrier the
increase in fare or to notify the carrier that he cancels this Ticket, in
which event he will receive a full refund.
What is Covered by Fare. Unless otherwise stated in the Cruise
program or literature for which this Ticket is issued, the fare shown
on the Ticket coupon, or as otherwise agreed to in writing, includes
Cruise passage, food and accommodations while on board the Vessel.
The fare does not include tobacco, alcoholic or special beverages
(bottled or tap), miscellaneous extras, personal needs or medical
care. Such goods and services, if available for purchase aboard the
Vessel, are at the Passenger’s own expense. Payment for all such
goods and services including any charges for extra Baggage must be
made in cash or by traveler’s checks in US dollars (or other currency
acceptable to the Carrier) upon demand by the Carrier prior to the
Passenger’s disembarkation.
Governmental and Other Fees. Taxes, port charges, embarkation and
loading expenses, stamps, health fees and any other charges
whatsoever imposed by governmental authorities in any port or
place shall be for the account of the Passenger. If they are paid by the
Carrier, the Passenger shall reimburse the Carrier before
disembarkation.
5. CANCELLATION BY PASSENGER
If the Passenger does not use this Ticket for the Vessel and Cruise
shown thereon or other Vessel substituted by the Carrier, or if the
Ticket is lost or mislaid by the Passenger, the Carrier reserves the
right to cancel the Passenger’s Ticket and to retain any fare paid
without refund.
6. NO STOPOVERS OR DISEMBARKATION AT INTERMEDIATE POINTS
WITHOUT APPROVAL; FAILURE TO MAKE SAILING
Written Approval Required. Stopovers (getting off from the Vessel at
an intermediate port or place) will be allowed only if as shown on the
Ticket coupon or with prior written approval of the Carrier. All
stopovers shall be at the Passenger’s sole risk and the Carrier shall
not be or become liable to or responsible for the Passenger in any
way while the Passenger is not on board the Vessel.
Unauthorized Disembarkation. If the Passenger interrupts the Cruise
and gets off the Vessel at an intermediate port or place without
either provision in the Ticket or the prior written approval of the
Carrier, the Passenger does so at the Passenger’s own risk and
expense. No refund will be made in such cases. If disembarkation
violates any law, including United States Code, Title 46 Section 289,
the Passenger shall be liable to reimburse the Carrier for any penalty
provided by statute, law or governmental regulation.
Failure to make Sailing. If a Passenger misses any scheduled sailing of
the Vessel from any port or place, including any stopover, the Carrier
shall not be liable for any costs, expenses or damages incurred by the
Passenger as a result thereof, and the Passenger shall not be entitled
to any refund of the fare.
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7. ACCOMMODATIONS, QUARANTINE; NO PETS OR ANIMALS
Adherence to Rules. All Passengers must abide by all the terms and
conditions of this Contract and all “Rules” and “Regulations” posted
on the Vessel. Any questions a Passenger may have should be
directed to the Carrier, its general agent, or the Vessel’s Master or
Purser.
Accommodation. Any Passenger who does not arrange definite
accommodations (stateroom or berth) when purchasing the Ticket
may be assigned to any accommodations selected by the Carrier.
Accommodations assigned must be paid for at the regular rate for
those accommodations.
Berths. The Passenger is not entitled to use of an entire stateroom
unless all berths therein are bought and paid for by the Passenger.
Unoccupied berths may be filled by the Carrier at intermediate ports
unless the fare for the entire stateroom has been paid by the
Passenger.
Changes in Accommodations. If, in the opinion of the Master, the
Carrier or its agents, the arrangement of booked accommodations
has to be altered, the Carrier shall have the right to allocate other
accommodations to Passengers. The fare and the standard of
accommodations will, if possible, be substantially the same. If the
Carrier is unable to offer such alternative accommodations, the
Carrier may cancel this Ticket and refund any unused fare, and the
Passenger shall have no other claim against the Carrier.
Immigration and Related Requirements. It is the Passenger’s sole
responsibility and risk to satisfy all requirements of all immigration,
port or health authorities of the port(s) of disembarkation and of the
country of ultimate destination including but not limited to
passports, visas, vaccination, inoculations, health certificates and all
other documents required. It is the Passenger’s sole responsibility to
meet all requirements to immediately land at any port and be finally
and without delay accepted in the country or countries. The
Passenger must repay the Carrier for any damages, expenses or fines
the Carrier may incur as a result of non-compliance with any of these
requirements. The Carrier, its officers, employees, servants or agents
are not liable for any information or advice they may give in
connection with these kinds of requirements. The Carrier shall not in
any circumstances whatsoever and whether or not such documents
are held or produced by the Passenger, be liable for the consequence
of any insufficiency or irregularity in such documents or the noncompliance by the Passenger with any laws or governmental
regulations.
Involuntary Disembarkation of Passenger. The Carrier may
disembark any Passenger at any port or place or at any time, or
transfer the accommodations of or confine to a cabin, any Passenger:
(i) who may be suffering from contagious or infectious disease;
whose presence, in the opinion of the Master, may be
detrimental to the comfort or safety of himself, other
Passengers, the Vessel, its officers or crew, or who, in the
Master’s opinion, might be excluded from landing at any port or
place by immigration or other governmental authorities.
The Carrier shall not be liable for refusing to carry or for
disembarking a Passenger and the Carrier shall be entitled to be
reimbursed by the Passenger refused carriage or disembarked, for
any expense that the Carrier may be put to on this account, including
commissions paid to agents. Such Passenger shall not be entitled to a
refund of all or any portion of the fare and/or compensation of any
kind whatsoever.
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Quarantine. In the case of quarantine of the Vessel or other
condition requiring detention of any Passenger, the Passenger shall
bear all risks and expenses incurred thereby. The Passenger agrees to
pay the Carrier’s charges for the Passenger’s food and
accommodation during the period of detention, payable day by day,
if the Passenger is maintained on board the Vessel, and for all other
quarantine fees and expenses assessed or incurred on his account.
Refusal of Permission to Land. If immigration or other government
authorities refuse a Passenger permission to land, or give orders for
deportation, no claim by the Passenger against the Carrier on that
account shall be valid.
No Pets. No pets or animals are allowed on the Vessel.
8. CARRIER NOT LIABLE FOR PASSENGER’S MEDICAL CARE
Medical Services on Vessel. The Carrier does not undertake that a
physician or medical personnel will be aboard the Vessel. If the
Vessel does carry a physician or medical personnel, then they are
independent contractors and work directly for the Passengers. Any
physician or other medical personnel that renders emergency
treatment and/or performs medical or surgical services, does so at
the rates fixed in the “Schedule of Physician’s Charges” posted
aboard the Vessel or as otherwise agreed to, or in the absence
thereof, then at customary rates.
Consent of Treatment. If, in the opinion of the carrier, a Passenger in
need of medical or surgical services is unable to request it, the
Passenger hereby expressly consents to such treatment, if any, and
to pay the cost thereof charged by the Vessel’s physician or other
physician or medical personnel designated by the Carrier who in
doing so is acting on behalf of the Passenger.
Treatment at Passenger’s Risk. All medicines and all medical or
surgical services furnished by the Vessel’s physician, if any, or any
other physician or medical personnel (all of whom are engaged by
the Passenger as independent contractors) or ship’s officers,
employees or agents of the Carrier, shall be and are accepted by and
at the Passenger’s sole risk and expense, and the Carrier shall not be
responsible for the quality, nature or consequence thereof.
Passenger’s Obligation to Report Medical Conditions. Before this
Ticket is issued, the Passenger must report to the Carrier or its
general agent, all pre-existing illness, disabilities or pregnancy and all
other conditions for which the Passenger may require medical
attention during the course of the Cruise. If any such condition arises
after the Ticket is issued, the Passenger must report all such
conditions to the Carrier, Purser or Vessel’s Master or physician, if
any, before boarding, or if the Passenger has boarded the Vessel,
then before the Vessel leaves port. The Carrier, Vessel and the
Vessel’s physician, if any, shall have no liability in connection with any
such condition.
Lack of Obligation to Examine Passenger. Neither the carrier, nor the
Vessel’s physician, if any, has any obligation to examine any
Passenger for any purpose prior to boarding or sailing.
Refusal of Passage. The Carrier reserves the right to refuse passage
to a Passenger who has failed to give proper notice of any disability,
illness, pregnancy or other condition requiring special care, attention
or treatment or who in the Carrier’s sole opinion is physically or
mentally unfit for the Cruise. In such event, the Passenger is not
entitled to any refund of fare.
9. CARRIER’S RIGHT TO CANCEL, SUBSTITUTE VESSELS AND CHANGE
SCHEDULES AND PORTS
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Changes in Vessel and Schedule. The Carrier may at any time,
without notice, cancel or change the date of sailing or substitute
vessels. The Passenger will have no claim against the Carrier for hotel
or board bills, traveling expenses or other loss, delay, inconvenience
or expense whatsoever by reason of any cancellation, change, or
delay of sailing or in arrival of the Vessel.
Approximate Schedules. Sailing schedules and times of arrival and
departure are only approximate and may be altered in the discretion
of the Master or Carrier. Costs of food, accommodations and other
expenses ashore are the sole responsibility of the Passenger, even if
incurred while awaiting transshipment or a connecting carrier.
Deviations. Before or after the commencement of the Cruise, the
Vessel and her Master shall have liberty to: proceed without pilots;
tow and assist vessels, including those of the Carrier, in all situations;
deviate from the usual advertised or scheduled route; put back to or
into or to call or stop, or omit to call or stop, at any port or place, on
land or at sea, in or out of the route of the usual, advertised or
scheduled Cruise, even though doing so may involve going backwards
or away from the port of destination; adjust compasses; dry-dock, go
on ways and/or be towed. These things may be done for any reasons
which are sufficient in the judgment of the Carrier or the Master,
including but not limited to, offering or rendering assistance in an
effort to preserve life or property.
Governmental and Underwriters’ Orders. The Vessel and Master
shall have the liberty to comply with all orders given by governmental
or ruling authorities and the underwriters of the Vessel and the
Carrier.
Interruption of Cruise. If the Vessel’s Cruise is interrupted or if the
Vessel is unduly delayed or prevented from proceeding in the
ordinary course by; act of God; perils of the sea, harbors, rivers, or
other navigable waters; act of any governmental or ruling authority;
epidemic; collision; stranding; fire; faults or errors in navigation or
management of this or of any other Vessel; seizure of the Vessel
under legal process; any abrupt or unexpected increase in the cost of
fuel or shortage of fuel; war; hostilities; riots; strikes or labor
stoppages; or any other cause or circumstance beyond the Carrier’s
responsibility or control, the Carrier shall have the right, in its sole
discretion, to terminate the Cruise and to land the Passenger and his
Baggage at any port or place at which the Vessel may call at or may
then be. In such event, this Contract shall be considered to have been
fully performed as if the Cruise were completed and the
responsibility of the carrier shall cease without any liability on the
part of the Carrier to refund any part of the fare.
In the event that the Carrier cancels the Cruise for any one or more of
the reasons set forth above and the Passenger has not yet embarked,
the responsibility of the Carrier shall cease upon such cancellation
without any liability on the part of the carrier to refund any part of
the fare.
Changes in Ports. If the Master or Carrier, for any reason whatsoever
considers it necessary or desirable in the good management of the
Vessel or of the Carrier, they may cause the Vessel not to make calls
at any port or ports or to land or board Passengers or their Baggage.
A Passenger scheduled to land at an omitted port or place of final
destination may be landed with his Baggage at the next practical port
of call without any liability on the part of the Carrier. The Passenger
must bear all expenses to such omitted port or place of final
destination.
Carrier’s Lien. The Carrier shall have a lien on (claim against and right
to sell) the Baggage, money (including the fare) and any other
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property accompanying the Passenger to satisfy any claims it may
have against the Passenger. The Carrier may enforce this lien by
public or private sale in any manner and without notice except where
required by applicable law.
Indemnity by Passenger. The Carrier shall have the right to be
indemnified by the Passenger for all penalties, fines, charges, losses
or expenses imposed upon or incurred by the Carrier or the Vessel
because of the Passenger, or a minor or any other person in the
Passenger’s care.
10. REGULATIONS CONCERNING BAGGAGE, PERSONAL PROPERTY
AND CARRIER’S LIABILITY THEREFOR
(a) Limitation of Shipments and Liability. The Carrier does not
undertake to carry as Baggage any electronics, computers,
merchandise, samples, furniture, household goods, tools of trade,
property of persons other than the Passenger, pictures, works of art,
perishable or breakable goods, glassware, liquids, bric-a-brac, money,
securities and notes whether or not negotiable, documents,
valuables, gold, silver, silverware, precious stones and metals or
jewelry. If any such items or articles are brought aboard, the
Passenger expressly agrees that the Carrier shall have no liability as
bailee or Carrier or in any other capacity for loss or damage
howsoever caused, even if by the negligence of the Carrier.
(b) Forbidden Items. The Passenger is not allowed to bring on board
items or articles, the importation or exportation of which may be
forbidden, or which do not conform to the customs or police
regulations or the laws of any country to which the Vessel may go in
the course of the Cruise. A Passenger who violates this rule will be
held liable for all resulting fines, losses, damages or delays.
(c) Hazardous Items. The Passenger is not allowed to place in
Baggage any firearms or any flammable or inflammable matter of any
kind, such as matches, gunpowder, fireworks, cigarette lighters,
cartridges, films, etc. The Carrier may dispose of or destroy such
items without liability. The Passenger will be liable for the full
amount of all loss, damage or delay to the Vessel or her cargo and for
all injury to, or death of any of the Passengers, officers or crew or
other persons caused by such hazardous articles brought on board by
the Passenger.
(d) Allowable Weight or Cubage. Each Passenger is allowed to bring
aboard Baggage not exceeding 250 pounds in weight and not
exceeding 25 cubic feet in volume. The Passenger shall be charged
for Baggage in excess thereof at the Carrier’s current rate.
(e) Limitation of Carrier’s Liability With Respect to Baggage. The
Carrier’s liability, if any, (and whether or not excess Baggage is
carried, declared and paid for) is limited to Two Hundred and Fifty
($250) US dollars in the event of loss, damage, or delay to any or all
of the Passenger’s Baggage. The fare for the Cruise and the rate
charged for excess Baggage are based in part on this limitation of
Carrier’s liability.
(f) Marking of Baggage. Each piece of baggage shall be marked with
the Passenger’s full name and address, cabin number, destination,
and Vessel’s name. The Carrier shall not be liable for loss, damage or
delay resulting from the Passenger’s failure to clearly mark each
piece of Baggage as directed.
(g) Unclaimed Baggage. Baggage remaining unclaimed on arrival of
the Vessel will be delivered to the Customs or other authorities and
stored as designated by them and at the Passenger’s sole risk and
expense.
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(h) Safe Deposit. A reasonable amount of space in a deposit box or
safe on board, if the Vessel is so equipped, will be allowed to a
Passenger upon request. But in consideration of the Carrier
furnishing such deposit box or safe without extra cost, the Carrier’s
liability, if any, for loss of, or damage to, any items deposited therein
shall neither be created nor increased beyond the limits set forth in
Section 10(e) hereof by reason thereof.
Notice Required for Baggage Claim. Loss of or damage to Baggage
during loading or disembarking must be reported by the Passenger to
Carrier, Master, or Purser or other Vessel officer, prior to departing
the Baggage pickup area. The Carrier shall not be responsible for any
such loss or damage which is
not so reported.
Suit Time for Baggage Claim. No suits shall be maintainable against
the Vessel or the Carrier upon any claim in connection with this
Contract relating to Baggage or any other property unless written
notice of the claim, with full particulars, shall be delivered to the
Carrier or its agent at its office at the port of sailing or at the port of
termination within twenty-four (24) hours after termination of the
Cruise. In no event shall any suit for any cause against the Vessel or
Carrier with respect to Baggage or other property be maintainable
unless such suit shall be commenced within six (6) months after
termination of the Cruise.
Unchecked Baggage. The Carrier does not assume any responsibility
for unchecked Baggage, nor for any items or articles which the
Passenger retains under personal control in a cabin or elsewhere. In
no event will the Carrier be liable for any damage to or loss of
Baggage not in its custody.
General Average. The Passenger will not be liable to pay or entitled
to receive any contribution in General Average in respect of Baggage
taken with him on the Vessel.
11. CARRIER AS AGENT FOR OTHERS: USE OF SERVICES
Carrier as Agent. When the Carrier sells to the Passenger tickets,
coupons, vouchers or authorization or makes arrangements for shore
excursions, tours, travel or for transportation, conveyance, hotel
accommodations, meals or other goods or services, the Carrier acts
only as agent for those persons who, as independent contractors,
own, furnish, operate, conduct, provide or handle such goods or
services.
The Passenger expressly agrees that the carrier shall not be or
become liable or responsible in any way for any act or omission
pertaining to such goods or services or for loss, damage, delay, injury,
illness or death to person or property arising out of or in connection
with such goods or services so offered or provided.
Passenger’s Use of Services. The Passenger using the services of the
Vessel’s barber, hairdressing, manicurist, or other personal service
personnel, if carried on board, or athletic or recreational equipment,
facilities or supplies, does so at the Passenger’s own risk and
expense, without any responsibility of the Carrier.
12. GENERAL LIMITATIONS ON CARRIER’S LIABILITY
The Carrier and the Vessel shall not be liable for loss, death, or delay
of, or injury or illness to any Passenger, or loss of or damage or delay
to his Baggage, arising from: act of God; public enemy; governmental
restraint; riots; strikes; lockouts; labor troubles, whoever may be the
instigators thereof; epidemic; civil disturbances of whatever nature;
perils of the sea, harbors, rivers, or other navigable waters; fuel
shortages or abrupt and unexpected increase in fuel costs; collision;
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stranding; fire; theft, barratry, or any other crime by any person;
faults or errors in navigation or management of this Vessel or of any
other vessel; explosions; bursting of boilers; breakage of shafts or any
defect or unseaworthiness in hull, machinery or appurtenances,
equipments, furnishings, supplies or officers or crew of the Vessel or
its launches or watercraft or any defect of the Carrier’s premises at
whatever time existing; fault or neglect of pilot, tugs, officers or
members of the crew, agents, servants, independent contractors; the
quality, nature or consequences of medical or surgical treatment; any
loss, damage or delay arising from inherent defect, or vice or quality
of the Passenger’s Baggage or from the insufficiency, inadequacy of
absence of Baggage marks or of address or description of such
Baggage; any loss or damage caused by delay in, or prevention of
sailing, prolongation of the Cruise, deviation or stoppage in transit, or
from any calls at ports or variations from the scheduled or regular
course of the Cruise permitted by this Ticket and Contract; seizure of
the vessel under legal process; any act, omission, fault or negligence
of this Passenger or any other Passenger, or any other cause or
circumstances beyond the control of the Carrier, whether or not of
the kind listed herein. The Passenger is hereby expressly advised that
the Vessel may be powered or operated in whole or in part by
nuclear power or a similar power and the Passenger hereby accepts
all risks, whether known or unknown, inherent therein and agrees
that the Carrier shall have no liability for injury, illness or death
resulting therefrom.

The Carrier shall also have the benefits of all other limitations of or
exonerations from liability, and of all other benefits of any statute or
law of any country which might be applicable providing for limitation
of or exoneration from liability. In no event, however, will the Carrier
be liable for any damage, loss, injury, illness or death not caused by
the negligence of the Carrier. The fare for the Cruise is based in part
on the limitation of Carrier’s liability provided for in this Ticket and
Contract.
15. IF LIMITATIONS ON CARRIER’S LIABILITY DO NOT APPLY
If any claim or suit is brought against the Carrier in a place where the
English law and the applicable limitations, exonerations and
exemptions incorporated in this Ticket and Contract, or in the Athens
Convention are legally unenforceable, then the Carrier shall not be
liable for death, injury, illness, damage, delay or other loss or
detriment to the Passenger or his Baggage arising out of any cause of
whatsoever nature not shown to have been caused by the Carrier’s
negligence and the Carrier’s liability, if any, shall be limited to its
proportionate share of its negligence, if any, compared to the
negligence of all others whose acts or omission caused or contributed
to the death, injury, illness, damage or other loss or detriment.

PLACE OF SUIT
All disputes, claims and suits and matters whatsoever arising under,
in connection with or incident to this Ticket or Contract shall be
brought and litigated, if at all, in and before a court of proper venue
13. PERSONAL INJURY CLAIMS; NOTICE REQUIREMENTS AND TIME located in London, England, to the exclusion of the courts of any
other city, state or country. Any such claims are to be forwarded to:
LIMITS TO CLAIM AND SUE
Any incident or accident resulting in injury, illness or death to the N. Makin, Solicitor, 1 Church Street, Swepstone, Leicester, LE67 2SA
Passenger must be reported immediately to a Vessel’s Officer. The UK.
Carrier will not be liable therefore except as provided by the law
made applicable by this Contract and then only if a written claim is INTERPRETATION
received by the Carrier within six (6) months of the incident or The headings used in this Contract are for convenience of reference
accident and suit is filed within one (1) year of the incident or only and shall not define or limit any of the parts thereof. Whenever
accident alleged to have caused the injury, illness or death. If a the context so requires, references to the male gender includes
written claim is not made and suit is not filed within the time references to the female, and references to the singular includes the
provided in this Section, then the Passenger waives and releases and plural and vice versa.
forever gives up any and all rights he may have to make a claim or file
WARRANTIES/CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES EXCLUDED
a suit against the Carrier for any such injury, illness or death.
ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR USE AND
MERCHANTABILITY ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED FROM THIS TICKET
14. CHOICE OF LAW: LIMITATION OF CARRIER’S LIABILITY
Applicable Law. This Ticket and Contract and all rights, liabilities and AND CONTRACT. THE CARRIER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY
duties of the Passenger and of the Carrier will be construed in INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
accordance with English law. The Carrier shall be entitled to the DAMAGES.
maximum protection allowed by English law, including all protection
WRITTEN NOTICES
as to the amount of damages recoverable.
Limitation Carrier’s Liability. The maximum total liability, if any, of Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Ticket and Contract, all
the Carrier resulting from loss of life or injury to or illness of the written notices required by this Ticket and Contract must be mailed,
Passenger or with respect to claims for loss of or damage to Baggage postage prepaid, to the Carrier.
shall not exceed the amount permitted by English law. In addition to
all of the limitations of and restrictions and exemptions from liability
provided for in and by this Ticket and Contract, the Carrier shall also
have the benefit of all limitation of and exoneration from liability and
the procedures provided thereby, including but not limited to the
provisions of the “Athens Convention Relating to the Carriage of
Passengers and their Baggage by Sea 1974” (“Athens Convention”).
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